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Lattice-QCD research program
Experimental high-energy
physics community searching
for evidence of new particles
& forces over wide range of
energies and areas within
particle physics

Revealing new physics
requires reliable &
precise theory!
Fermilab lattice effort
targeting key hadronic
parameters needed to interpret

quark flavor
decay constants
form factors
mixing matrix elements

neutrinos
nucleon
axial-vector
form factor

Higgs physics
b, c-quark masses
strong coupling (αs)

current & future experiments
Program aligned with
Fermilab and HEPcommunity (P5)
priorities
R. Van de Water

muon g-2
hadronic vacuum
polarization contribution
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Lattice-community leadership
USQCD: US Lattice Quantum Chromodynamics

6/3/17, 11(27 AM First Workshop of the Muon g-2 Theory Initiative (03-June 6, 2017)

iCal export

More

US/Central

First Workshop of the Muon g-2 Theory Initiative
USQCD home

Physics program

Software

Hardware

USQCD Collaboration

3-6 June 2017 Q Center

Links and resources

US/Central timezone

Computing hardware and software
Clusters
Leaders
in setting agenda of U.S. lattice-QCD program in high-energy physics
Committees

All sessions of the workshop will take place at the Q center in ro

Timetable

Research and development work on commodity clusters has been carried out
under the Lattice QCD SciDAC grant at FNAL and JLab. This has led to the
terascale resources for lattice QCD that have been deployed at the two labs.

Authors of USQCD-Collaboration white paper “Lattice QCD at the intensity frontier”; coordinator
for Belle II Theory Interface Platform; co-convener of Lattice Field Theory Snowmass
working group; co-leader of Project X Physics Study; …
Registration

Registration Form

Q Center

List of registrants

1405 North Fifth Avenue

List of confirmed speakers

St. Charles, IL 60174

Accommodations
Wilson Hall

Zoom Video Conferencing will be used for remote participation:

Leaders in USQCD national lattice gauge theory computing project
Visa Information

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: https://fnal.zoom.us/j/908108124

Or iPhone one-tap (US Toll): +14086380968,908108124# or +164655

Mackenzie chair of USQCD Executive Committee
The Pi0 cluster at Fermilab.

Over the past fourteen years, a wide range of
processors, accelerators and communications systems
have been evaluated. Current clusters are all based on
Infiniband, with the most recent clusters at JLab and
The 12s cluster at JLab.
FNAL including GPU acceleration. The conventional
(non-GPU) clusters provide in 2016 a total throughput of approximately 62 TFlops on lattice QCD production code. (This is the
equivalent of 280 TFlops in terms of the Linpack benchmarks.) GPU-accelerated clusters at JLab and FNAL provide a total of 128
TFlops and an Intel MIC-accelerated cluster at JLab provides a total of 8 TFlops on lattice QCD production code. The most recent
conventional cluster "12s" built at JLab is shown at left. It consists of 276 nodes of dual Intel Sandy Bridge (octo-core) CPUs connected
via QDR InifiniBand switched networks, with a throughput of 14 Tflops on lattice QCD code. pi0, the latest conventional cluster built at
FNAL, consists of 314 nodes of dual Intel Ivy Bridge (octo-core) CPUs connected via QDR InifiniBand switched networks, with a
throughput of 19 Tflops on lattice QCD code. This cluster is shown at the right.

Fermilab hosts large share of USQCD’s computing hardware

Or Telephone:
Dial: +1 408 638 0968 (US Toll) or +1 646 558 8656 (US Toll)
Meeting ID: 908 108 124
International numbers available: https://fnal.zoom.us/zoomconference?
m=2gUTrb8bLIy1NevdHPjmFEGM_QvcVUy3

Simone head of High-Performance Parallel Facilities Computing Department
responsible for construction & maintenance of lattice computing facility

Engaged with experimental community

In 2016 BNL is joining JLab and Fermilab in deploying and operating clusters for the use of USQCD. It is installing a cluster containing
around 200 dual K80 GPU nodes. Brookhaven currently hosts a Blue Gene/Q for USQCD. It formerly hosted the QCDSP and QCDOC
purpose-built computers. These were designed and constructed with Columbia University and led to the creation of IBM’s Blue Gene
line of scientific supercomputers.

In the coming years, experiments at Fermilab and at J-PARC plan to reduc
the already very precisely measured anomalous magnetic moment of th
four. The goal is to resolve the current tantalizing tension between theo
three to four standard deviations. On the theory side the hadronic corr
anomalous magnetic moment are the dominant sources of uncertainty.
determined with better precision in order to unambiguously discover wh
physics effects contribute to this quantity.

Organize and host workshops such as “Lattice QCD meets Experiment” series …

usqcd-webmaster@usqcd.org

Speak at experimental collaboration meetings
R. Van de Water
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There are a number of complementary theoretical efforts underway to b
quantify the hadronic corrections, including dispersive methods, lattice
theories, and QCD models. We have formed a new theory initiative to facil
between the different groups through organizing a series of workshops.
workshop is to bring together theorists from the different communities t
compare the status of the various efforts, and to map out strategies for
theoretical predictions for these hadronic corrections in advance of the e
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All sessions in this workshop will be plenary, featuring a mix of talks and

Precision lattice QCD
“[An] area of striking progress has been lattice gauge theory. ... It is now possible to
compute the spectrum of hadrons with high accuracy, and lattice computations have
been crucial in the measurement of the properties of heavy quarks. Continuing
improvements in calculational methods are anticipated in coming years.”
— Snowmass 2013 Executive Summary (1401.6075)

Quantum ChromoDynamics
LQCD

nf
⇤

1
= 2 tr [Fµ⇥ F µ⇥ ]
2g

f =1

/ + mf
⌅¯f D

⇥

i⇥¯
⌅f +
2
32⇤
⌃

tr [Fµ⇥ F⇤⌅ ]
⇧⌅
⌥

µ⇥⇤⌅

violates CP

QCD Lagrangian contains 1 + nf + 1 parameters that can be fixed from equal number of
experimental inputs
Fundamental parameter

Experimental input

Gauge coupling g2

r1, mΩ, Υ(2S-1S), or fπ

nf quark masses mf

mπ, mK, mJ/ψ, mΥ, ...

θ=0

neutron EDM (|θ| <10-11)

Once the parameters are fixed, everything else is a prediction of the theory
Calculations of hadronic parameters challenging in practice because low-energy QCD is
nonperturbative
R. Van de Water
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Numerical lattice QCD
Systematic method for calculating
hadronic parameters from QCD first
principles
Define QCD on (Euclidean) spacetime
lattice and solve path integral
numerically
Recover QCD when lattice spacing
a→0 and box size L→∞

Simulate using Monte-Carlo methods and
importance sampling
Sample from all possible field
configurations using a distribution given
by exp(-SQCD)
Run codes upon supercomputers and
dedicated clusters

L = NS a

a

Fermilab lqcd clustersl
∼475 TFlops peakl
T = NT a
R. Van de Water
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Lattice-QCD validation
Control systematic errors using QCD gauge-field ensembles with different parameters
(quark masses, lattice spacings, spatial volumes, …)
Lattice-QCD agrees with
experiment for wide
variety of hadron
properties including
hadron masses & protonneutron mass difference

Demonstrate that
calculations are reliable
with controlled errors!
R. Van de Water
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Recent Fermilab
lattice-QCD highlights
“In the last five years lattice QCD has matured into a precision tool. ...
The ultimate aim of lattice-QCD calculations is to reduce errors in
hadronic quantities to the level at which they become subdominant
either to experimental errors or other sources of error.”
— Snowmass 2013 Quark-flavor WG report (1311.1076)

Quark-flavor physics
Most Standard-Model extensions have additional sources of flavor & CP violation
in the quark sector
Fermilab lattice effort has two main thrusts:

(1)

Determination of CKM quarkmixing matrix elements

(2) New-physics searches in rare decays &
mixing

Use tree-level decays unlikely to
receive substantial new-physics
contributions

Study (primarily) loop-level processes
sensitive to beyond-the-Standard-Model
contributions
µ+

vertex ∝ Vub

γ

µ−
u, c, t

νµ

µ−

W−
b

b̄

u

B̅ 0

π+
d
d̄

R. Van de Water

d̄

d̄
W−

B+
u
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Recent quark-flavor highlights
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
quark-mixing matrix
0

Vud
B ⇡ ! `⌫
B
B
B
B
Vcd
B
B D ! `⌫
B
B D ! ⇡`⌫
B
B
B
Vtd
B
@ hB |B¯ i
d
d
B ! ⇡``

Vus
K ! `⌫
K ! ⇡`⌫

Vcs
Ds ! `⌫
D ! K`⌫
Vts
hBs |B̄s i
B ! K``

1
Vub
B ! `⌫ C
C
B ! ⇡`⌫ C
C
C
Vcb
C
B ! D`⌫ C
C
B ! D⇤ `⌫ C
C
C
C
Vtb
C
A

Fermilab Lattice Collaboration world
leaders in quark-flavor physics, with
most precise results for hadronic
matrix elements needed to obtain
7/9 CKM elements
R. Van de Water

Since 2015:
(1)New calculation of B→πlν form factors
[Fermilab/MILC [PRDD92 (2015) 1,
014024] reduced error on |Vub| by factor

of two
(2) First three-flavor B→Dlν form factors
over full kinematic range [Fermilab/
MILC, PRD92, 034506 (2015)] reduced
error on |Vcb| using all experimental bins
(3) First complete 3-flavor calculation of
neutral Bd,s-mixing matrix elements
[Fermilab/MILC, PRD93, 113016]
(4) First lattice-QCD result for B→π tensor
form factor and prediction for B→πμ+μ[Fermilab/MILC PRL115, 152002
(2015)]
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Impact on CKM unitarity-triangle fit
[Fermilab/MILC, PRD93, 113016]
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Comparison with
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[Fermilab/MILC PRL115, 152002 (2015); PRD93 (2016) no.2, 025026]
Theoretical & experimental q2 shapes for B→π(K)µ+µ- differential branching fractions
consistent, but measurements lie slightly below Standard-Model expectations
Lattice-QCD prediction for dB(B→πμ+μ-)/dq2 appeared before LHCb measurement!
R. Van de Water
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Comparison with

+
B→π(K)μ μ

ΔBR(B+→π+μ+μ-)

ΔBR(B+→K+μ+μ-)

Form factors + CKM + Others
Form factors only
LHCb [arXiv:1509.00414]
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[El Khadra, Kronfeld, Van de Water et al. Phys.Rev. D93 (2016) no.3, 034005]

Measurements in four wide q2 bins in 1.7σ combined tension with Standard Model

R. Van de Water
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Implications for |Vtd| & |Vts|
|Vtq| from Bd,s-mixing ~2-3× more precise, but still limited by hadronic matrix elements
|Vts| from B→Kµµ >2× more precise, with commensurate theory & experimental errors
|Vtd | × 10

3

|Vts | × 10

3

|Vtd / Vts |

∆Mq

B→K(π)µ+µ−

CKM unitarity:
full
tree

7

R. Van de Water
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Implications for |Vtd| & |Vts|
Determinations from flavor-changing-neutral current processes differ
by ~2σ from values implied by tree-level processes + CKM unitarity
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Emerging tensions pointing to new
physics in b→d(s)
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∆Mq quark-flavor measurements +
Future
lattice calculations will test Standard
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Muon anomalous magnetic moment (g-2)
Muon anomalous magnetic moment provides
sensitive probe of physics beyond the
Standard Model:

SM

Expt.

Mediated by quantum-mechanical loops
Known to extremely high precision
(0.54ppm)
BNL measurement disagrees with StandardModel theory expectations by >3σ
Fermilab Muon g-2 Experiment aims to
reduce BNL measurement error by four

≳3σ

Started running this week, and expects
first results in Spring 2018!
➡ Must reduce theory error to
commensurate level to identify
definitively whether any deviation
observed between theory and
experiment is due to new physics
R. Van de Water

7σ?

[Blum et al.,arXiv:1311.2198 ]
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Muon g-2 in the Standard Model
Muon g-2 in the Standard Model
µ

+

µ

µ

QED (5 loops!) & EW (2 loops)

+

µ

QCD
µ

µ

Hadronic vacuum
polarization (HVP)

+

µ
QCD

+ ...

Hadronic “lightby-light” (HLbL)

Dominant
uncertainty Error
in Standard-Model theory
11 )
Contribution
Result
(⇥10
(
10
QED
value from
hadronic
contributions,
which are
719
0.02
0.08
QED (leptons)
116
584
718
±
0.14
±
0.04
0.00
ppm
↵
+EW
calculable with lattice
6 923 ± 42
HVP(lo) [1]
0.36 QCD
ppm
0.6
0.4
HVP(ho)
-98 ± 0.9
± 0.3
0.01experimental
ppm
rad
Toexp
match
anticipated
precision, must
HLbL [2]
105 ± 26
0.22 ppm to δ(a HVP)≲0.2% &
HLbL
reduce
hadronic
uncertainties
HVP
μ
154 ± 21
0.01 ppm
EW
±1
0.02
HLbL
δ(aμHLbL)=25%
δ(aμHVP)=0.6%
δ(a
)≲10%
116 591 803
Total SM
802 ± 49 μ
0.42 ppm

R. Van de Water
R. Van de Water

Fermilab Lattice Collaboration calculating the
[Blum et al., arXiv:1311.2198]
hadronic vacuum-polarization contribution,
which is the largest source of theory error
Lattice QCD for precision particle physics

36
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2016 result for HVP contribution (aμ

HVP)

❖

❖

Employ new method introduced by
HPQCD Collaboration that sidesteps
q2→0 extrapolation by calculating
vacuum polarization function Π(q2)
from derivatives at q2=0 obtained from
simple time-moments of currentcurrent correlation functions [PRD89,
114501 (2014)]

[HPQCD + RV, arXiv:1601.03071]
no new physics
HPQCD
this paper
ETMC
1308.4327
Jegerlehner
1511.04473
Benayoun et al
1507.02943
Hagiwara et al
1105.3149
Jegerlehner et al
1101.2872

First complete lattice-QCD
calculation of aμHVP to reach
precision needed to observe
significant deviation from
experiment

❖ Dominant

uncertainties from the
omission of electromagnetic and
isospin-breaking effects, and from
quark-disconnected contributions

R. Van de Water
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µ

10
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⇥
10
= 666(11)u,d (1)s,c,b (9)disc.
µ
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Work in progress

Aim to reach ~1% uncertainty
before first result from Muon g-2
Experiment next Spring

580

Nf = 2+1+1

HVP, LO

Nf = 1+1+1+1

560

mu
540
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i
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e
r
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na

i

(u+d)

aµ

10

Analysis of recently generated data
in progress, and RV will present
first preliminary result from joint
eﬀort at Lattice 2017

l3248f1111b580m001524m003328m06730m8447

10 aµ

Fermilab Lattice, HPQCD, & MILC
Collaborations joining efforts on
follow-up calculation targeting
leading sources of error in earlier
result

ml

u 6=md
aHVP,m
= +0.8(0.5)%
µ

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

md
1.4

(mx + my) / 2ml

Given sufficient computing resources to complete planned running,
expect to obtain sub-per cent precision in the coming one or two years
R. Van de Water
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More Fermilab
lattice-QCD projects

• Pursue the physics associated with neutrino mass
• Use the Higgs boson as a new tool for discovery

Long-baseline neutrino experiments
… all detect neutrinos via scattering off detector materials such as carbon (in scintillator),
oxygen (in water), or liquid Argon

➡

Reaching DUNE sensitivity goals for mass hierarchy and δCP requires reduced ν(ν)̅ -Ar crosssection uncertainties [LBNF/DUNE Conceptual Design Report, arXiv:1512.06148]

Underlying processes are ν-proton &
ν-neutron scattering, as modified by
the presence of nucleon inside atomic
nucleus
Nucleon-level matrix elements can
be calculated with controlled
uncertainties in lattice QCD
(Nuclear model calculation still
needed to relate nucleon form factor
to ν-Ar cross-section)
Results will enable clean separation
of nucleon & nuclear effects and
uncertainties

R. Van de Water

Nucleon axial-vector form factor
Gives dominant contribution to chargedcurrent quasielastic ν-nucleus scattering
−µμ

ννμ̅ µ
W
W

n

u

d
u

d
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Nucleon axial-vector coupling from lattice QCD

Graduate student Aaron Meyer (Chicago)
leading Fermilab lattice effort to
compute nucleon axial-vector form factor
under Kronfeld & Richard Hill supervision

N f=2+1+1

1.00

1.25

Working with experimentalists, e.g.
to implement model-independent formfactor parameterization into GENIE
Monte Carlo
R. Van de Water
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Experiment

First blind lattice-QCD analysis of gA
Method yields other useful N→Δ,
N→N*, N→Nπ transition form factors
from same calculation

1.50
PNDME ’16

N f=2+1

Present lattice-QCD uncertainties more
than 10× larger than experimental errors

gA

N f=2

Nucleon axial charge gA = -FA(q2=0) key
milestone on path to form factors over full
kinematic range

1.250

1.275

1.300

1.325

[PNDME Collaboration,
PRD94 (2016) no.5, 054508]
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Precision Higgs physics
Next-generation high-luminosity colliders will measure Higgs partial widths to subpercent precision to look for deviations from Standard-Model expectations
Full exploitation of measurements needs theory predictions with same precision
Parametric errors from quark masses (mc, mb) & strong coupling constant (αS) are
largest sources of uncertainty in SM Higgs partial widths for many decay modes
[LHCHXSWG-DRAFT-INT-2016-008]
QCD parameters can be calculated to needed precision with lattice methods
QCD scale +
EW corrections

α

αs

mb
ΔΓSM(H→bb):
~3% total err.
R. Van de Water

QCD scale +
s
EW corrections

mc
ΔΓSM(H→cc):
~6% total err.
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QCD scale +
EW corrections

αs

ΔΓSM(H→gg):
~6% total err.
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Quark masses & strong coupling from lattice QCD

um chromodynamics
Baikov
Davier
Pich
Boito

τ(a)
decay

SM review

HPQCD (Wilson loops)
HPQCD (c-c correlators)
Maltman (Wilson loops)
JLQCD (Adler functions)
PACS-CS (vac. pol. fctns.)
ETM (ghost-gluon vertex)
BBGPSV (static energy)
ABM
BBG
JR
NNPDF
MMHT

lattice
QCD

DIS

ALEPH (j&s)
OPAL (j&s)
JADE (j&s)
Dissertori et al. (3j)
JADE (3j)
DW (T)
Abbate et al. (T)
Gehrm. et al. (T)
Hoang et al. (C)
0.11

(d)e+e–

jets,
event shapes

Independent lattice-QCD calculations of strong
coupling constant yield consistent results with
greater precision than non-lattice methods
Heavy-quark masses mb & mc from lattice QCD
agree with non-lattice results, but with larger
uncertainties
Postdoc Aarti Veernala spearheading Fermilab
lattice effort to compute these quantities on
state-of-the-art four-flavor QCD lattices with
finer lattice spacings than ever before
Presenting first preliminary results this
month at Lattice 2017
mb error dominated by discretization effects
➡ anticipate significant improvement with
new data

0.12

0.13

α s (Μ Ζ2 )

Summary of determinations of αs from hadronic τ -decays (a), from
R. Van de Water
Lattice
ions (b), from DIS structure functions (c) and from e+ e− annihilation
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Conclusions
“Progress in science is based on the interplay between theory and experiment,
between having an idea about nature and testing that idea in the laboratory. Neither
can move forward without the other.” — Snowmass 2013 Executive Summary
“Lattice QCD has [already] become an important tool in flavor physics. ...The full
exploitation of the experimental program requires continued support of theoretical
developments.” — Snowmass 2013 Quark-flavor WG report

Summary & outlook
Lattice QCD is important throughout the experimental high-energy-physics program

Reliable theoretical predictions are needed on same time scale as measurements
with commensurate uncertainties
Fermilab lattice-QCD theorists have strong record of calculations of hadronic
parameters needed to interpret experimental measurements as Standard-Model
tests & new-physics searches
In past three years, produced many of world’s best lattice-QCD results in K, B, & D
physics and for muon g-2
In coming years, will continue quark-flavor and muon g-2 efforts to probe present
tensions and exploit future measurements
Also pursing newer calculations to address needs of planned ν-oscillation
experiments, precision Higgs measurements, …
Continued support for lattice QCD at Fermilab, and also for U.S. lattice-QCD hardware
& software projects, essential to achieve scientific goals and fully capitalize on
enormous investments in high-energy (and nuclear) physics experimental programs!
R. Van de Water
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Summary & outlook
Lattice QCD is important throughout the experimental high-energy-physics program

Reliable theoretical predictions are needed on same time scale as measurements
with commensurate uncertainties
Want
to
provide
needed
Fermilab lattice-QCD theorists have strong record of calculations of hadronic
theoretical
support
to enable as Standard-Model
parameters needed to interpret
experimental
measurements
Fermilab’s experimental
tests & new-physics searches
program to be successful.
In past three years, produced many of world’s best lattice-QCD results in K, B, & D
Please come talk to us!
physics and for muon g-2
In coming years, will continue quark-flavor and muon g-2 efforts to probe present
tensions and exploit future measurements
Also pursing newer calculations to address needs of planned ν-oscillation
experiments, precision Higgs measurements, …
Continued support for lattice QCD at Fermilab, and also for U.S. lattice-QCD hardware
& software projects, essential to achieve scientific goals and fully capitalize on
enormous investments in high-energy (and nuclear) physics experimental programs!
R. Van de Water
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Extras

Modern lattice-QCD simulations
Standard simulations include dynamical
u, d, s (& c) quarks in the vacuum

(Typically sea mu=md)
Control systematic errors using gaugefield ensembles with different parameters:
Multiple lattice spacings to extrapolate to
continuum limit (a→0)
Multiple up/down-quark masses to
interpolate or extrapolate to physical
Mπ =135 MeV
Multiple spatial volumes to estimate finitesize effects
Most precise results for simple processes
with single (stable) initial hadron & at
most 1 final-state hadron
R. Van de Water
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Modern lattice-QCD simulations
Standard simulations include dynamical
u, d, s (& c) quarks in the vacuum

(Typically sea mu=md)
Control systematic errors using gaugefield ensembles with different parameters:
Multiple lattice spacings to
extrapolate
All
results to
presented in
continuum limit (a→0) this talk have complete
Multiple up/down-quark error
masses budgets
to
explicitly stated otherwise)
interpolate or extrapolate(unless
to physical
Mπ =135 MeV
Multiple spatial volumes to estimate finitesize effects
Most precise results for simple processes
with single (stable) initial hadron & at
most 1 final-state hadron
R. Van de Water
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HLbL

Lattice-QCD progress on aμ
µ

µ
QCD

HLbL

γ

Lowest-order
contribution of O(αEM2)
Current estimate from
QCD models subjective
and somewhat
controversial
[Glasgow consensus,
Prades, de Rafael,
Vainshtein, 0901.0306]
R. Van de Water

(Not a Fermilab
result, but important
for reaching target
precision for g-2!)

New method from RBC Collaboration combines
dynamical QCD gauge-field configurations with exact
analytic formulae for photon propagators [Blum et al.,
PRD93, 014503 (2016), Jin et al., PoS
LATTICE2016 (2016) 181]
Obtain ≲10% statistical errors at the physical pion
mass in ballpark of Glasgow consensus value
aμHLbL,GC × 1010 = 10.5(2.6)
aHLbL
µ

10

⇥ 10

=

(

11.60(0.96)stat.
6.25(0.80)stat.

connected
disconnected

Full study of systematic errors still needed, but initial
results encouraging!
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Neutrinoless double β-decay experiments
Searching for Majorana neutrinos
via nuclear emissions of two
electrons without neutrinos

If Majorana ν’s heavy, 0νββ decay rate
parameterized by matrix elements of sixfermion effective operators OΔL=2
u

n

u

u

d

d

e−

e−

d
W−

n

νM

W−

n

u

d

u
u

R. Van de Water

d

dd

High-scale
Theory

p
p

u
u
ee−−

dd
O∆L=2

Bounds on Majorana mass
limited by nuclear matrixelement uncertainties

−
e−
e

d

n

[KamLAND-ZEN,
1605.02889]

p
p

ee−−

Low-energy
Theory

u
u

First LQCD calculation of hadronic matrix elements
begun this year [Nicholson @ Lattice 2016]
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